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Abstract: 
Albert Einstein in 1916 presented The theory of relativity which combines space and time 
into one entity called spacetime[1]. The fabric of spacetime can be curved with the presence 

of matter (energy). It can also be stretched or twisted. When any heavy object like a star or 
planet is placed within spacetime it curves the space around it. The fabric of space can also be 
compressed and so called Compressed Spacetime. A star stretches the space around itself 

while the space inside the star is compressed. This compressed space have opposite properties 
to a stretched space e.g. producing negative gravity.  

 
 

Introduction: 
If a heavy mass like Earth is placed 

within spacetime it will curved the space 

around it[1]. We can produce two 
dimensional projection of a three 
dimensional spacetime curvature by using 

analogy of a rubber sheet and a ball. If we 
put a ball on a rubber sheet it will sink 

down in the rubber sheet and curving the 
sheet around it. Similarly matter stretches 
and curves space and this curve is 

responsible to provide path for other 
bodies to orbit around in circular path as 

shown in fig 1. The distance and speed of 
the revolving planet depends upon the 
density of the planet and distance from the 

planet. This phenomenon is applicable to 
all astronomical bodies having mass.  

 
 

3D view of stretched spacetime: 
Two dimensional analogy is simple 

to understand the effect of matter in space 

but spacetime is 3 dimensional entity so a 
3D view of stretched spacetime around 
earth can be shown as in fig. 2. The region 

near the planet is more “attracted” and 
therefore more stretched towards the 

center of earth and producing high value of 
gravity. As we move further away from 
earth the spacetime is less stretched and so 

value of gravity is decreased. The 
gravitational force decrease as an inverse 

square ratio to the distance so it become  

 

 
 
Fig.1. Earth curved spacetime 

 
 
 

 

 
Fig.2. Earth stretches spacetime 

 
 



smaller and smaller but never becomes 
zero. So theoretically, if a body is placed 

even thousands of light years away from 
earth it is still influenced by the earth’s 

gravitational pull.  
 

Spacetime inside Earth: 
So far we have seen the effect of 

earth on its surrounding space. Now we 

shall examine the spacetime inside the 
earth and its effects. If we continues the 
stretching phenomenon of spacetime 

within the earth then we will observe that 
the spacetime which is “attracted” by the 

earth is compressed inside the earth. The 
spacetime inside the earth is compressed 
and so called Compressed Spacetime. As 

we go further and further close to the 
center of Earth the space is more and more 

compressed and the space inside the core 
is most compressed. This compressed 
space is shown in fig.3.  

 
 

Compressed space and negative 
gravity: 

As stretched spacetime produces 
gravity so compressed spacetime have to 
produce negative gravity. We will see the 

effect of negative gravity inside earth but 
for that we have to dig a hypothetical 

tunnel from surface of earth passing 
through the center and to the other side of 
the earth. This is shown in figure 4.  

Gravity has its maximum value at the 
surface of the earth at point A, because the 

spacetime is most stretched here. But as 
we travel through the tunnel towards 
center the value of gravity starts 

decreasing because the space is start 
compressing. until it becomes zero at point 

B. The gravity have maximum value at 
surface of earth as well as it have –max 
value at center of earth. 

At point B, gravity is absolutely zero 
because the gravity produced by stretched 

space around earth and negative gravity 
produced by compressed space inside earth   
balances each other at point B. If we throw 

an object or something from point A it 

 
 

Fig.3. Compressed spacetime inside earth 
 
 

 
Fig.4. Negative gravity 

 
 

 
accelerates as it moves towards B and have 

its maximum acceleration at point B. But 

after passing point B it decelerates due to 

negative gravity and stops somewhere 

between point B and C. But then it starts 

accelerates towards point B due to 

negative gravity and so it undergoes  

Simple Harmonic Motion until all of 

energy is utilized and it becomes at rest at 

point B.  



Time in compressed space: 
Compressed space behaves opposite to the stretched space. If we moves at speed of 

light in space then the space around us stretched itself to keep speed of light constant and the 
time itself moves slower as compared to other frame of reference. This is called Time 

Dilation[1]. The equations for time dilation is explained in Einstein’s theory of relativity. 
Similarly if we travel through a compressed space the time speeds up as compared to other 
frame of reference. As time slows down in stretched space it speeds up in compressed space.  

Consider a person travels in a space aircraft and starts its mission from earth and travels 
through compressed space for 1 year and then it returns back to earth. So the people on earth 

have passed 1 year but the person in spacecraft may have passed 10 years.  

 

Pure Time: 
As the acceleration and gravity effects the time i.e. time slows down unde r gravity 

and acceleration and it speeds up under negative gravity. So a clock at g=0 and v=0 will give 

us the pure time i.e. fundamental clock to compare time with. All the other clocks should be 
slowed down or fast up to match that pure time. As same as the clocks of GPS satellites are 

slow down to match the time with earth.  
 

Conclusion: 
The compressed time responsible for negative gravity and it speeds up time  inside it 

as compared to other frame of reference. This negative gravity can be used to drive space 

vehicles like space warp drive. 
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